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REFLECTIONS OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL

The terms “responsible governance”, “accountability” and “transparency” are
frequently used by citizens when assessing the management of public monies by

Crown corporations, governments, hospitals, schools, and other recipients of public
monies, including the not-for-profit sector.  Stakeholders are recognizing that
responsible governance, accountability and transparency are essential contributors to
the prudent management of public monies.

I believe that the results of our review show that these concepts are equally applicable,
and important for a successful First Nation Gaming Governance and Accountability
Framework in Manitoba.  The Province of Manitoba, First Nations, the Manitoba
Gaming Control Commission (MGCC) with respect to First Nation Gaming Commissions
(FNGCs), and the Manitoba Lotteries Corporation (MLC) with respect to First Nation VLT
siteholder agreements all have important roles to play.

Unfortunately, the Dakota Tipi Gaming Commission (DTGC) did not operate in
compliance with its charitable gaming agreement with the Province, and in effect the
Dakota Tipi First Nation (DTFN) has breached that agreement in various ways.  As a
result of an absence of responsible governance, there was virtually no accountability
over the raising and spending of gaming revenues and an almost complete lack of
transparency to the members of the DTFN community.

The report contains two key recommendations that I would like to highlight here:

• That the Province should seek legal advice regarding certain of our
findings; and,

• That the Province, through MGCC and MLC should continue to suspend
all gaming activities at DTFN until such time as governance at DTFN is
stable, and there is strong evidence that gaming operations can be
conducted in a legal, appropriate and transparent manner for the
benefit of the community.

I believe that effective action to address the issues raised in this report will go a long
way to addressing  the concerns voiced by many stakeholders prior to our review.  The
result should be enhanced accountability to the members of DTFN through
strengthened internal controls over charitable gaming and VLT proceeds; and financial
reporting to the community on the monies earned and the use to which they are put.

The intent and purpose of the MGCC, as per The Gaming Control Act is “to regulate
and control gaming activity in the Province with the aims of ensuring that gaming
activity is conducted honestly, with integrity and in the public interest”.  This report
also highlights the importance of MGCC having the necessary authority to fulfil its
intent and purpose.  To address this we have made recommendations to prohibit the
sale of gaming products to unlicensed or non-registered persons or organizations and
to provide MGCC with the formal authority to audit or inspect the licensee records or
accounts for all charitable gaming licenses issued in the Province.
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REFLECTIONS OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL

I would like to thank the MGCC and the MLC for their assistance and cooperation
during this review.  Their progressive and positive comments have been incorporated
into this report.

Jon W. Singleton, CA•CISA

smith
Jon Singleton
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DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION GAMING COMMISSION
AND FIRST NATION GAMING ACCOUNTABILITY IN MANITOBA

Executive Summary
In April 2002, The Provincial Council of Women of Manitoba, Inc. highlighted in a letter
to the Premier of Manitoba their concerns regarding Dakota Tipi First Nation’s (DTFN)
financial accountability for gaming revenues.  Subsequently, the Province also received
allegations of DTFN gaming revenue misuse.

In mid-July, further allegations were made linking gaming revenue and criminal activity
at DTFN.  In late July, the Province, through the Manitoba Gaming Control Commission
(MGCC) and Manitoba Lotteries Corporation (MLC), suspended all gaming activities at DTFN
pending results of a proposed review of the allegations.

On September 9, 2002, the MGCC issued a press release detailing the terms of reference for
a special operating review of the Dakota Tipi Gaming Commission (DTGC) and on-reserve
gaming revenues.  The Province, through the MGCC, contracted with Deloitte & Touche
LLP (D&T) to conduct the review of the allegations of DTGC gaming revenue misuse.

On October 3, 2002, the Minister of Finance requested the Office of the Auditor General
(OAG) to conduct a special audit, under Section 16(1) of The Auditor General Act, of the
accounts of the DTGC and on-reserve gaming revenues in cooperation with the MGCC (see
Appendix A).  The Minister advised the OAG that D&T would be able to assist the OAG as
its agent, while continuing under its original terms of reference.  On October 4, 2002, we
advised the Minister of Finance that we would accept this request.  The Minister
responsible for The Gaming Control Act, MGCC and the OAG subsequently agreed that the
results of D&T’s work would be incorporated into Section 3.0 of this report.

The scope of our review included the following:

• A review of the operations of DTGC and on-reserve gaming revenues which
includes charitable gaming and VLT gaming proceeds; and

• A review of the First Nation Gaming Governance and Accountability
Framework in the Province.

With respect to the findings from our review of the operations of DTGC and on-reserve
gaming revenues the major conclusions are as follows:

• The DTGC did not operate in compliance with its gaming agreement with
the Province.  DTGC existed largely as an entity on paper, as actual
operations were minimal.  We believe it likely that the creation of DTGC
by the band was taken primarily to increase the likelihood of acquiring
the right to operate additional gaming activities, and that there was
never any intention to operate DTGC as an effective regulator of charitable
gaming on the reserve.

• DTFN has breached its 1994 agreement with the Province of Manitoba by
not maintaining appropriate records and supporting documents with
respect to receipts and disbursements of charitable gaming revenue, and
by failing to provide quarterly reports to DTGC on charitable gaming
activities.  Further, DTFN has breached the MGCC regulation by using bingo
paper and breakopen tickets from suppliers other than MLC and operating
in excess of five nights a week.
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• During the course of our review of charitable gaming activities at DTFN,
we did not uncover any evidence to suggest charitable gaming proceeds
being used to support criminal activity.

• Proceeds from charitable gaming activities at DTFN have inappropriately
been used for purposes other than charitable or religious objects or
purposes, which is a legislative requirement under the Criminal Code of
Canada.  Based on the analysis approximately $13,800 (the excess cash
from bingo operations of $20,700 less $6,900 of expenditures which met
the criteria of charitable purposes) may have been used inappropriately,
however it is not possible to determine the exact amount due to the
missing documentation.

• DTFN charitable gaming events were not accounted for in accordance with
the Terms and Conditions for Bingo/Breakopen events established by
MGCC.

• Internal control procedures at DTFN over the charitable gaming proceeds
were essentially non-existent.  Charitable gaming proceeds were not
always deposited in the bank, expenditures were paid by cash routinely
and supporting documentation for expenditures made by cash or cheque
was not available in many instances.

• We were unable to determine whether all VLT monies earned by DTFN were
appropriately disbursed due to the missing daily summary sheets and
missing documentation to support many of the expenditures paid by cash
or cheque.

• We are concerned about the appropriateness and legality of certain uses
of VLT proceeds with respect to the existence of evidence where the
proceeds of VLTs may have been used for criminal activities.  These
situations may warrant further review.

• Accountability for the use of VLT proceeds after April 1, 2001 was
virtually non-existent as a result of an almost total lack of internal
controls.

• Internal control procedures at DTFN over the VLT proceeds were definitely
inadequate.  VLT net proceeds were not always deposited in the bank,
expenditures were paid by cash routinely, and supporting documentation
for expenditures made by cash or cheque was not available in many
instances.

With respect to the findings from our review of Soaring Eagle Accounting Ltd.’s
involvement with DTFN and MGCC the major conclusion is as follows:

• The operating agreement to manage the operations of the DTGC, between
Soaring Eagle Accounting Ltd. and DTFN was inappropriate, because the
compensation arrangements therein contravened the DTFN VLT siteholder
agreement.  We believe that Soaring Eagle Accounting Ltd. took prudent
steps to prevent such a situation from occurring by seeking advice and
counsel from MGCC prior to entering into the agreement.
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With respect to the findings from our review of the First Nation Gaming Governance and
Accountability Framework in the Province our major conclusions are as follows:

• MLC and MGCC organizations have different roles in controlling and
regulating gaming activities managed by First Nations.  The different roles
of MLC and MGCC, together with weaknesses in controls over First Nations
gaming as noted elsewhere in this report, indicate a need to strengthen
the collaboration and communication between these two entities.

• The absence of prohibitions over the sale of gaming products to
unlicensed or non-registered persons or organizations may be
contributing to the existence of illegal gaming activities in Manitoba.

• Limitations in the powers of MGCC limit its ability to eradicate illegal
gaming.

• The existence of different agreements with FNGCs creates the risk that
gaming activities will not be operated, monitored, and controlled on a
consistent basis.

• Weaknesses in accountability reporting and MGCC monitoring practices,
creates an undue risk that gaming activities on-reserve may not be
conducted honestly, with integrity and in the public interest.

• The absence of formal FNGC inspections by MGCC prior to November 1,
2002 created an undue risk that some FNGCs may not have been
functioning in accordance with the terms of their FNGC agreement.

• The absence of effective authority of MGCC to terminate or alter gaming
arrangements when appropriate, reduces MGCCs ability to ensure that on-
reserve gaming activities are conducted honestly, with integrity, and in
the public interest.

• Given that the management of gaming activities requires a cross-section
of specialized skills, FNGCs may be facing a challenge in ensuring that
such skills are in place.

• While we understand that DTFN may not be representative of other First
Nations with FNGCs in terms of scale of charitable gaming operations and
number of licensees, we are concerned that it may be an unrealistic
expectation that each FNGC will be able to recruit and retain staff with
the necessary expertise to establish a full service gaming commission on
each First Nation.

• MGCC does not have formal authority to audit or inspect the licensee
records or accounts for all charitable gaming licenses issued in the
Province.  As a result, all charitable gaming licenses issued may not be
subject to the same level of control and monitoring.  MGCC’s authority to
audit or inspect licensee records or accounts, whether MGCC or FNGC has
issued the gaming license, is a significant control function that should be
in place for all gaming licenses issued in the Province.

• The late receipt or non-receipt of annual audited financial statements and
management letters of FNGCs significantly compromises MGCC’s ability to
monitor the activities of FNGCs.
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• An absence of appropriate public information makes it difficult for First
Nation members to hold relevant officials accountable concerning the
extent and use of VLT revenues.

Many learnings resulted from our review of DTGC and its records.  They are highlighted in
the margins of this report for reference by other FNGCs and First Nations wanting to
ensure that appropriate practises are followed and records maintained.

Recommendations resulting from our findings and conclusions are contained in
Section 11.0.

We would like to thank the staff of MGCC and MLC for their assistance and cooperation
during our work.
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1.0  Introduction

1.1  BACKGROUND
Dakota Tipi First Nation (DTFN) is small in both land base and member population with
less than 100 on-reserve residents, and is located near Portage La Prairie.  In 1994, the
Province of Manitoba entered into a gaming agreement with DTFN, transferring the
responsibility for the licensing and control of charitable gaming on the First Nation to
the DTFN.  Under this gaming agreement the DTFN was to establish the Dakota Tipi Gaming
Commission (DTGC) within ninety days of the agreement date, for the purpose of licensing
and regulating lottery schemes on their reserve lands.  In January 2001, DTFN entered
into a siteholder agreement with Manitoba Lotteries Corporation (MLC) to operate 25
Video Lottery Terminals (VLTs) on the First Nation.  A condition of this agreement is that
the DTFN was to ensure that they operated in compliance with the 1994 gaming
agreement with the Province of Manitoba.

All gaming activities at the DTFN, both charitable and non-charitable, were held in the
Dakota Tipi Bingo Palace facility and consisted of charitable gaming such as bingo events
and the sale of breakopen tickets in the bingo area of the facility, and non-charitable VLT
gaming operations in an area adjacent to the bingo area.

In late March 2002, after an internal band dispute over band governance, the Minister of
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) gave notice of his intention to invoke Section
74(1) of the Indian Act, ordering an election for chief and council.  Around the same
time, a third party manager was also put in place by INAC to manage band affairs until a
new administration was elected, through an election to be held October 28, 2002.  An
election was conducted and a new council was elected on October 28, 2002.  The DTFN
continues to experience problems of community unrest.

In April 2002, The Provincial Council of Women of Manitoba, Inc. highlighted in a letter
to the Premier of Manitoba their concerns regarding DTFN’s financial accountability for
gaming revenues.  Subsequently, the Province also received allegations of DTFN gaming
revenue misuse.  Also during this period, the Manitoba Gaming Control Commission
(MGCC) was in contact with Chief and Council of DTFN, representatives of the community
and their legal counsel, INAC and other organizations in an attempt to help resolve the
on-reserve conflict concerning matters within their purview.

In mid-July, further allegations were made linking gaming revenue and criminal activity
at DTFN.  In late July, the Province, through the MGCC and MLC, suspended all gaming
activities at DTFN pending results of a proposed review of the allegations.

On September 9, 2002, the MGCC issued a press release detailing the terms of reference for
a special operating review of the DTGC and on-reserve gaming revenues.  The Province,
through the MGCC, contracted with Deloitte & Touche LLP (D&T) to conduct the review of
the allegations of DTGC gaming revenue misuse.

On October 3, 2002, the Minister of Finance requested the Office of the Auditor General
(OAG) to conduct a special audit, under Section 16(1) of The Auditor General Act, of the
accounts of the DTGC and on-reserve gaming revenues in cooperation with the MGCC (see
Appendix A).  The Minister advised the OAG that D&T would be able to assist the OAG as
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its agent, while continuing under its original terms of reference.  On October 4, 2002, we
advised the Minister of Finance that we would accept this request.  The Minister
responsible for The Gaming Control Act, MGCC and the OAG subsequently agreed that the
results of D&T’s work would be incorporated into Section 3.0 of this report.

On October 2, 2002, the OAG also received a letter from the Member of the Legislative
Assembly for Russell setting out certain issues and concerns with respect to on-reserve
gaming, most of which are encompassed in this review.

In addition to reviewing the general allegations of gaming revenue misuse, the OAG
determined that it was appropriate to review the governance and accountability
framework associated with First Nation Gaming in Manitoba in order to understand how
gaming is managed and controlled in the Province of Manitoba, and to provide
recommendations to the MGCC, MLC and the Province for improvement in gaming
agreements and the gaming and governance accountability framework.

Further, during the summer of 2002, questions were raised in the Legislature regarding
an agreement between Soaring Eagle Accounting Ltd. and the DTGC.  We determined that
a review of events regarding this situation was appropriate.

1.2  SCOPE
The scope included the following:

Dakota Tipi First Nation Gaming (Sections 3.0 and 4.0)
• A review of the operations of the Dakota Tipi First Nation Gaming

Commission (DTGC) to determine compliance with its gaming agreement
with the Province of Manitoba;

• A review of whether charitable gaming proceeds at DTFN were properly
used and accounted for, and if evidence exists to support allegations
linking the proceeds to criminal activities;

• A review of whether VLT gaming proceeds were properly accounted for,
and if evidence exists to support allegations linking the proceeds to
criminal activities; and

• A review of Soaring Eagle Accounting Ltd.’s involvement with the DTGC.

The period under review was January 1, 2001 until such time all gaming activities ceased
on DTFN in early August 2002.

First Nation Gaming Governance and Accountability Framework (Sections 5.0 to 9.0)
• An examination of gaming legislation consisting of a review of the

Gaming Control Acts of Manitoba and other jurisdictions, and the Criminal
Code of Canada;

• A review of the agreements in place between the Province and the various
First Nation Gaming Commissions (FNGC) in Manitoba;

• A review of license applications for Bingo/Breakopen and Raffles - Terms
and Conditions;

• A review of FNGC Annual Audited Financial Statements; and
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• An examination of the VLT siteholder agreements in place between MLC
and First Nations in Manitoba.

Our work consisted of such procedures and examinations that we determined necessary to
complete this scope.  Work was conducted from September 2002 to January 2003, and
included interviews and meetings with MGCC staff and Board members, MLC staff, former
and current Chief and members of Council of DTFN, members of DTFN, current and former
DTFN auditors, and representatives of Soaring Eagle Accounting Ltd.  As well, financial
information was analyzed, and relevant financial statements, correspondence,
agreements, and other supporting documentation were reviewed.

2.0  Gaming Governance and
 Accountability Framework in Manitoba

Appendix B is a schematic of the gaming governance framework in Manitoba.

2.1  MANITOBA LOTTERIES CORPORATION
Manitoba Lotteries Corporation (MLC) was created by, and operates under the terms of
The Manitoba Lotteries Corporation Act.  MLC derives its authority to “conduct and
manage” gaming activity from this Act and from the Criminal Code of Canada, Section
207(1)(a), where there is authority given for a Province or its agent to “conduct and
manage” gaming activity.  MLC reports to the Minister responsible for the administration
of The Manitoba Lotteries Corporation Act.

MLC manages and operates Club Regent and McPhillips Street Station Casinos and a VLT
network.  MLC is also responsible for the sale of breakopen tickets and bingo paper
throughout the Province, as well as the distribution/sale of lottery tickets for the
Western Canada Lottery Corporation.

The Aseneskak Casino, Manitoba’s first First Nation Casino, opened February 15, 2002, on
the Opaskwayak Cree Nation near The Pas.  Although MLC is not responsible for day-to-
day operations of the Aseneskak Casino, MLC does conduct and manage gaming activity in
that it sets the mix and number of games, is responsible for security and surveillance,
controls the gaming proceeds, and sets policies.  MLC’s mandate is to ensure gaming
integrity by the manner in which it conducts and manages gaming activity.

2.2  MANITOBA GAMING CONTROL COMMISSION
The Manitoba Gaming Control Commission (MGCC) was established under The Gaming
Control Act to regulate and control gaming activity in the Province as defined by
Section 207(1)(b), (c), (d) and (f) of the Criminal Code of Canada with the aim of
ensuring that gaming activity is conducted honestly, with integrity, and in the public
interest.  It reports directly to the Minister charged with the administration of The
Gaming Control Act.

MGCC conducts research and gathers information to support gaming policy advice that it
provides to the Minister.  MGCC is responsible to register MLC gaming and non-gaming
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suppliers, MLC employees, commercial and First Nation VLT siteholder agreements (see
Appendix I), table games, VLTs, and all other electronic gaming machines.

In addition to approving all First Nation casino employees and suppliers, MGCC must
approve all individuals or entities that hold an ownership interest and provide financing
to the First Nation casino operator, as well as all officers and directors of each operator.
First Nation casinos are subject to the same procedures for technical integrity as the
other casino operations in the Province.

MGCC is also responsible to license and monitor charitable gaming activities in the
Province including bingo, breakopen ticket events, raffles and other types of charitable
gaming activities with the exception of municipal charitable gaming licenses for raffles
with prizes under $3,000, and FNGC licensed events.

2.3  FIRST NATION GAMING COMMISSIONS
The initial First Nation Gaming Commission (FNGC) agreement in Manitoba was signed on
January 9, 1990 between the Province and the Opaskwayak Cree Nation (formerly The
Pas).  First Nations gaming in Manitoba currently includes charitable gaming activities,
the operation of VLTs, and one First Nation Casino.  On-reserve charitable gaming
activities include bingo, breakopen ticket events, and raffles.

First Nations may establish their own gaming commission or obtain MGCC licensing to
regulate charitable gaming activities on-reserve.  The MGCC, on behalf of the Province,
negotiates the terms of the gaming agreements with those First Nations wishing to
establish on-reserve gaming commissions.  An FNGC (see Appendix H) is a body
appointed by Chief and Council and authorized by Provincial Order-in-Council.
Essentially, the FNGCs carry out identical roles, and have the same responsibilities that
MGCC would have in respect of on-reserve gaming in the absence of a FNGC.  The purpose
of an FNGC is to regulate and monitor charitable gaming activities on-reserve.  FNGCs
approve and issue charitable gaming licenses, resolve disputes, monitor and ensure
gaming integrity, as well as suspend or cancel licenses.  These FNGCs are intended to
perform the same licensing functions as MGCC.  Every charitable gaming license issued,
either through an FNGC, or MGCC is intended to be subject to the same terms and
conditions.  FNGCs may charge an administrative fee to each organization it licenses to
offset operating costs.

When an FNGC agreement is signed, MGCC’s Native Gaming Department comprised of three
employees, supplemented by other MGCC staff, has an important role in the functions of
the FNGCs.  MGCC representatives work with the FNGC to ensure that its members are
properly trained and have the necessary tools and information to oversee charitable
gaming on the reserves.

2.4  ROLE OF MGCC’S LEGISLATIVE REVIEW COMMITTEE
MGCC’s Board of Commissioners established its Legislative Review Committee in August
2001.  The Gaming Control Act in Manitoba was passed in 1996, and since then, there
have been a number of changes to gaming policies and practices in Manitoba and other
jurisdictions.  Some of these changes have occurred as a result of issues such as the
re-examination of the meaning of responsible gaming, new research studies, and First
Nations Gaming.  In order to address these issues the Legislative Review Committee has
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been reviewing MGCC’s enabling legislation.  The Committee has completed this review
and the Board of Commissioners submitted its recommendations to the Minister
responsible for The Gaming Control Act in January 2003.

3.0  Dakota Tipi First Nation
 Gaming Review

3.1  DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
At commencement, and throughout the period of the review, all physical operations of
the Dakota Tipi First Nation (DTFN), including the band office, charitable gaming, VLTs
and gas bar, were closed and all former employees laid off.  A level of tension,
intimidation and occasional violence on the DTFN continued throughout the review
period.  These factors contributed to difficulties in locating and accessing records related
to gaming activities on the DTFN, as well as obtaining cooperation from certain
individuals formerly involved or employed in gaming activities on the DTFN.

An issue noted during the review process was that the various financial entities on the
DTFN, including the DTFN itself at times, appeared to lack the financial resources or
access to the financial resources to fulfill their financial obligations to continue
operations.  This situation resulted in instances where operating expenses of one entity
were paid by another entity, several entities pooling their cash resources on hand to pay
an operating expense of one of the entities, or one entity advancing funds to another.  In
addition to inter-entity transactions between the charitable gaming, VLT and DTFN
operations, there were inter-entity transactions with two other DTFN entities, the Dakota
Tipi Gas Bar (DTGB) and Portage Family Golf Land Ltd., commercial entities which were
not included in the scope of this review.

The DTGB was physically located across the street from the Bingo Palace facility and was
owned and operated by the DTFN until December 2001.  Effective December 10, 2001, the
DTGB was privatized, and became known as S&L Gas Bar.  With respect to gaming
activities, the DTGB received advances on several occasions from both the charitable
gaming and VLT operations to support their financial operations.  In the summer of 2002,
the gas bar facility was destroyed by fire.  According to our understanding, Portage
Family Golf Land Ltd. was incorporated in October 2001 to develop and operate a golf
driving range in the City of Portage La Prairie.  While no shareholders are listed in the
legal registry, the son of the former Chief is listed as the sole director.

3.2  DAKOTA TIPI GAMING COMMISSION
The Province of Manitoba and the DTFN entered into a gaming agreement on August 11,
1994 (see Appendix C).  In return for the right to assert authority over charitable
gaming activities on the DTFN, the DTFN was to establish a Dakota Tipi Gaming
Commission (DTGC) within ninety days of the agreement, which would:

• Represent the Band and be bound by the agreement; and

• License and regulate lottery schemes, as defined in Section 207(4) of the
Criminal Code of Canada, within the First Nation lands.
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Although the timing of the August 1994 agreement predates the period of this review,
our discussions with MGCC staff indicate that the gaming activities of the DTFN from the
date of the agreement were not conducted in complete compliance with the gaming
agreement with the Province.  Despite numerous requests by MGCC staff (MLC staff prior
to the establishment of MGCC), audited financial statements of the DTGC from 1994 to
1998 were never submitted to the Province.  Further, illegal or unlicensed gaming
activities were allegedly conducted on a regular basis at the DTFN.  In 1999, the RCMP
seized 25 illegal slot machines being used at the DTFN.

More recently we noted the re-creation of the DTGC on two occasions according to two
Band Council Resolutions dated January 7, 2000 and January 16, 2001.  A letter dated
January 16, 2001, from the DTGC to the MGCC acknowledges the DTGC’s agreement to
comply with the terms and conditions set out by the MGCC in issuing licenses and
operating charitable gaming events on DTFN.

In January 2001, DTFN entered into a VLT siteholder agreement with MLC (see
Appendix D) to operate 25 VLTs on DTFN.  A term (Section 6[a]) of this agreement was
compliance with the 1994 gaming agreement with the Province of Manitoba.

Findings
• Coinciding with the timing of the two Band Council Resolutions to create

the DTGC, in both early 2000 and 2001, documentation and interviews
supported a heightened level of concern on the part of DTFN
administration and the DTGC to become and remain in compliance with
the original gaming agreement and MGCC regulations.  These two points in
time coincide with the timing of other potential gaming opportunities for
DTFN including the Native Casino initiative of the Province of Manitoba in
late 1999, and the ongoing pursuit of VLTs for the First Nation in both
2000 and 2001.  In early 2001, DTFN was successful in its bid to obtain
VLTs on the First Nation with the provision that the DTFN abide by the
original gaming agreement and MGCC regulations.

• On the advice of the former Chief of the DFTN, persons were requested to
participate on the DTGC Board.  Expectations were that the people
selected would participate.

• We found no evidence of any meeting minutes or notes to support any
activity of the DTGC Board.  No Board meetings, with the exception of a
possible initial meeting in 2000, ever took place.  Board members had
limited, if any, knowledge of their responsibilities.  Members of DTGC were
requested to, and attended, an initial training session put on by
representatives of MGCC.

• The Board of DTGC exercised little or no authority over gaming activities
on the DTFN.  Any documented activities of DTGC appear to have been
carried out by the licensing manager, with little or no input from the
Board of Directors.

• The limited activity of DTGC indicates the provision of:

- Two licenses in March 2000 to The Community Social Development
Fund and the Wacipi Club, each for a three month period.  The
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application and supporting information are incomplete.  No evidence
of renewal of either license was available.

- A license in January 2001 to the DTFN for a three month period, and
a subsequent license in February 2001 to the Dakota Tipi Bingo
Palace (Bingo Palace) with several renewals to December 16, 2001.
There was no application or information to support the issuance of
these licenses.  No evidence of renewal past December 2001 was
available.

• There was no evidence of any licensee application review process, prior to
providing licensees with licenses.  There was also no evidence of the
existence of any required licensee reports.

• No separate bank account or financial records were maintained for DTGC.
The only evidence that any financial activity was even contemplated is
the existence of two invoices in March 2000 to the Community Social
Development Fund and the Wacipi Club for the mark-up on bingo paper
purchased by the organizations.  However, there is no evidence to
indicate whether these transactions were ever completed.

Conclusion
• The DTGC did not operate in compliance with its gaming agreement with the

Province.  DTGC existed largely as an entity on paper, as actual operations
were minimal.  We believe it likely that the creation of DTGC by the band was
taken primarily to increase the likelihood of acquiring the right to operate
additional gaming activities, and that there was never any intention to
operate DTGC as an effective regulator of charitable gaming on the reserve.

3.3  DAKOTA TIPI CHARITABLE GAMING OPERATIONS
Charitable gaming at DTFN included holding bingo events and the sale of breakopen
tickets during those events.  All charitable gaming operations at DTFN took place at the
Dakota Tipi Bingo Palace Inc. (Bingo Palace) facility during the entire period under
review.  Ancillary operations such as bingo supply, and canteen and drink sales were
included with charitable gaming results, and were considered as part of the operations of
the Bingo Palace.  The Bingo Palace is incorporated as a Manitoba corporation without
share capital.  The undertaking of the corporation states the purpose of the corporation
is to “operate bingos, the proceeds of which will be utilized to provide for the advancement
of education and the relief of poverty for the people of the Dakota Tipi First Nation”.

Findings
• Charitable gaming was conducted under a license granted to DTFN for the

period January 16, 2001 to mid February 2001.  Effective February 15,
2001, a license was issued to the Bingo Palace with several renewals to
December 16, 2001.  Subsequent to December 16, 2001 we found no
evidence of a valid license.

• During January 2001, the Bingo Palace operated charitable gaming seven
nights a week.  Effective February 1, 2001, as part of an effort to comply
with the original charitable gaming agreement with the Province, and to
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bring charitable gaming activities into accordance with MGCC
requirements, the Bingo Palace reduced charitable gaming activity to five
nights per week.  This practice continued through the balance of the
period under review.

• An operations manual for the Bingo Palace, which includes information
such as house rules, staffing requirements, bingo procedures, job
descriptions, employee requirements and a complaint handling policy,
exists.

• Charitable gaming each day consisted of a bingo event, defined as a fairly
consistent number and series of bingo games, and the sale of breakopen
tickets during the bingo event.  Generally there was one bingo event per
day, however on a limited number of days two bingo events were held.

• Staffing for charitable gaming activities included employees paid via bi-
weekly payroll, as well as casual employees who were paid cash at the
end of a bingo event.

• Daily or event summaries were prepared summarizing daily bingo sales
and winnings, breakopen sales and payouts, canteen sales, bingo supply
sales, and cash disbursements.  The daily summary sheets were generally
supported with a reasonable level of detail, however, the summaries were
sometimes poorly documented, and lacked details and confirmation of
recipients of cash disbursements.  We were unable to locate daily
summaries for 33 of 419 bingo events held during the period under
review.

• Daily summary sheets were purportedly recorded into a computerized
general ledger system at the band office.  Certain of the expenses paid by
cheque and payroll cheques were prepared utilizing accounting software
at the band office.  Supporting documents for cheques and payroll were
maintained at the band office.  We were unable to access or locate the
general ledger or supporting documents for many of the expenses paid by
cheque.

• Payment of expenses for casual workers, advances to employees, canteen
and bingo supplies, door prizes, etc., with cash during each bingo event
was a common occurrence.

• Records of MLC paper and breakopen ticket inventory were maintained
during portions of the period under review, however there is no reference
in these records with respect to serial numbers.  The normal practise
would be to check the use of serial numbered paper.

• In addition to the daily prizes, announced and won on a daily basis, there
were several accumulator games played on a regular and ongoing basis.
Daily summaries contained no information with respect to accumulator
game prize pots, prize payouts or ongoing prize winning criteria.

• Accounting records indicate that merchandise and door prizes were
purchased, however, there are no records to support the distribution of
these items.  Even for the event at which a car was given away, the daily
summary sheet makes no reference to the vehicle prize or who received it.

Bingo and breakopen daily
summary sheets should be
completed accurately and
completely, including full
documentation of any cash

paid expenditures.

Any individuals receiving
remuneration for work or a
payroll advance, should be
required to sign to confirm
receipt of such payment.

FNGCs should ensure that
they maintain control over the
usage of serial numbered
gaming products.

Daily summary sheets
should include an accounting
of all accumulator games
currently in play at that event,
including the opening pot, the
event’s additions to the pot,
the ending pot and the nature
of the requirement to win the
pot at that event.  Names of
winners of large pots, over a
certain threshold, should be
recorded and winners asked to
sign to confirm payment of
prize pot.

Supporting documents for
expenses paid should be
maintained.
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• Several different bank accounts were maintained during the period of
review and have been incorporated into the analysis.  This includes an
account established in 2000 under the name of the Community Social
Development Fund (CSDF), which was utilized during a portion of the
period under review.

• We were unable to locate many original banking documents, however we
were able to obtain copies of certain of those banking documents directly
from the financial institutions.  Inability to locate or access bank deposit
information required the adoption of certain assumptions in the financial
analysis undertaken.

• As charitable gaming activities on DTFN had historically been held for the
benefit of DTFN, a sense of confusion and differences of opinion appeared
to exist on DTFN as to what the appropriate structure of the charitable
gaming operations should be.  As there was effectively only one
“licensee” on DTFN, perceptions were blurred as to the difference between
the FNGC, and bingo operations taking place at the Bingo Palace.
Questions existed whether the Bingo Palace itself could be the licensee, or
whether a separate entity such as the CSDF needed to exist as the licensee.
These questions lead to confusion and were instrumental in the utilization
of various “entity” bank accounts during the review period.

• We were unable to locate, and doubt the existence of any quarterly
reporting as required by MGCC regulations.

• In March 2001, charitable gaming on DTFN began utilizing MLC bingo
paper and breakopen tickets in accordance with the original gaming
agreement and MGCC regulations.  Prior to that period, based on certain
payments, it appears that paper and breakopen tickets were purchased
from an alternate supplier in Winnipeg.

• When the charitable gaming began utilizing MLC paper in March 2001,
inventories of existing bingo paper and breakopen tickets provided by
suppliers other than MLC were not destroyed at that time.

• Additional bingo games, which were not part of the formal bingo event
program, were held on a regular basis.  These games, called “Share the
Wealth” games, were run for the benefit of various groups and
organizations from the surrounding area and DTFN.  The games would take
place, either prior to the main bingo event, or during intermission.  They
were generally single games where the Bingo Palace would supply the
paper, and the group or organization would provide its own volunteers to
sell the paper and work the bingo game.  Proceeds were split equally
between the group and the winner.  Paper supplied was generally non-MLC
paper, which existed in inventory at March 2001 when charitable gaming
switched to MLC paper.  The use of MLC paper is a requirement under MGCC
regulations.

FNGCs should maintain
original banking documents.

FNGCs should ensure that
quarterly reports are received
from each of its licensees.

FNGCs should use MLC
paper as required under MGCC
regulations.  Use of non-MLC
paper for gaming purposes
constitutes illegal gaming.
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• While we understand that request forms from DTFN residents or groups for
“charitable support” were supposed to be completed, we did not find
request forms for all payments.  Request forms, which did exist, were not
consistently signed to indicate approval.  We also understand that
approval rested with either the Chief of DTFN or the DTGC Licensing
Manager.

• Where request forms were approved, the criteria for approval were not
documented nor communicated to members of DTFN.

Conclusion
• DTFN has breached its 1994 agreement with the Province of Manitoba by not

maintaining appropriate records and supporting documents with respect to
receipts and disbursements of charitable gaming revenue, and by failing to
provide quarterly reports to DTGC on charitable gaming activities.  Further,
DTFN has breached the MGCC regulation by using bingo paper and
breakopen tickets from suppliers other than MLC and operating in excess of
five nights a week.

3.4  ANALYSIS OF CHARITABLE GAMING PROCEEDS
The scope of this review included attempting to determine whether the use and
distribution of funds raised via licenses issued by DTGC were in accordance with
charitable gaming requirements, and whether evidence existed that potential criminal
activity had taken place.

In response an analysis was prepared in the form of a source and use of funds statement.
Due to the lack of access to certain records, the analysis required the incorporation of
certain assumptions and estimates in arriving at the quantum of certain balances.  While
we believe these assumptions and estimates to be reasonable, the existence of these
assumptions and analysis introduces a level of uncertainty into the results of the
analysis.

As supporting documents for many expenditures were unavailable, determination of the
nature of these expenditures was largely gathered through the explanations and
recollections of people involved in the charitable gaming operations.  These explanations
were evaluated in light of other information gathered, and were included in the analysis
as per the explanation, if that explanation appeared reasonable and realistic.
Categorization of expenses was determined based on explanations provided, supporting
documentation, or similar previous expenses.

In addition to the records initially sought and acquired, charitable gaming management
provided additional records in the form of assorted receipts, notes, schedules and a
ledger.  These documents were considered in the analysis of expenditures.

Findings
• The overall review of financial operations indicated frequent shortages of

funds to pay suppliers, staff and sometimes bingo winners.  Due to
shortages of funds, at times funds were advanced back and forth between
the DTFN, VLT operations and the Dakota Tipi Gas Bar (DTGB).  We have

There should be a defined
and transparent process to
review and either approve or
reject such requests.

Request forms should be
maintained and properly
approved.
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concerns as to whether all these advances and repayments have been
properly recorded.

• The shortage of funds resulted in numerous instances where cheques
written were returned not sufficient funds (NSF).  This in turn led to
demands from suppliers and staff alike for payment in cash.  Of over
$3,300 paid in bank charges during the period of review, over half relate
to NSF and overdraft charges.

• There was not a consistent practice of depositing net bingo proceeds into
the bank.  Analysis indicates that for the period of review, of total actual
and estimated net daily proceeds, after event cash paid expenses, only
87% were deposited in the bank.

• Total sources of funds included:

- $1,915,700 of gross proceeds from charitable gaming and associated
operations at the Bingo Palace facility; and

- $11,400 of net advances from DTFN.

• Total uses of funds included:

- $1,467,300 in charitable gaming cash and merchandise prizes paid
to winners and bingo event participants;

- $427,700 in expenses directly related to charitable gaming and the
operations of the Bingo Palace facility, including wages and benefits
of $259,400.

• Consequently, excess cash from Bingo Palace operations, defined as gross
revenue from bingo and related operations less prizes paid and operating
costs ($1,915,700 - $1,467,300 - $427,700) was $20,700.

• Combining this excess cash from operations of $20,700 with the net
advance of $11,400 from the DTFN results in remaining cash to account
for of $32,100.

• Of this $32,100:

- $6,900 of expenditures were identified as going to charitable
causes.  Our review of these expenditures suggested that they meet
the criteria of charitable purposes, as defined in the Criminal Code of
Canada;

- $1,800 was identified as paid to individuals, some of whom we
recognize as members of the community.  We have been unable to
determine the reason for these payments;

- $1,500 is noted as provided to the former Chief.  According to the
former Chief, these would be for items such as travel advances, which
should be an expenditure of DTFN.  We were unable to locate any
documentary support for these advances;

- $2,300 was noted as paid out in amounts on the daily summary
sheets, however there is no indication as to the recipients of these
amounts.  We have been unable to determine the recipient or reason
for these payments;

Daily net proceeds should
be recorded on a separate
deposit slip for each day and
deposited in a bank intact as
soon as practicable.
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- Net advances of $14,300 were provided to DTGB and represent cash
advances to or payment of DTGB expenses by the charitable gaming
operations on behalf of DTGB; and

- An advance of $1,300 was provided to the VLT operations.

• Factoring in an opening bank balance at January 1, 2001 of $1,600 and
an ending bank balance of $200, this leaves net cash unaccounted for of
$5,400.  Given the assumptions and estimates included in the analysis
undertaken, the amount of cash handled during the period under review,
and concerns regarding the recording accuracy of inter-entity advances,
this represents a relatively small unaccounted for balance and does not
provide any conclusive evidence of missing funds.

• Under Part VII, Section 7.05 of the Terms and Conditions for Bingo/
Breakopen events issued by MGCC, all licensees are required to maintain a
separate bank account for the deposit of charitable gaming revenue,
deposit all charitable gaming proceeds promptly into the bank account,
and disburse all donations and expenses by cheque directly from the bank
account, as per the approved license application.  This was not done at
DTFN during the period under review.  Charitable gaming proceeds and
expenses at DTFN were comingled with the ancillary operations of the
Bingo Palace.

• Section 7.04 of the Terms and Conditions for Bingo/Breakopen events
indicates that only actual and reasonable expenses (excluding prizes,
rent, license fees and cost of product) shall be allowed and may not
exceed 10% of gross bingo revenue.  If DTFN had complied with this
provision our estimate of the excess cash from bingo events held at the
Bingo Palace for the period under review should have been in excess of
$130,000.

• The difference of $109,300 ($130,000 - $20,700) was used by DTFN in
other areas of its operations which may have been appropriate if DTFN had
obtained a license from the DTGC in accordance with established
guidelines.  However, as noted previously, there was no application or
information to support the issuance of any licenses by the DTGC.

Conclusions
• During the course of our review of charitable gaming activities at DTFN, we

did not uncover any evidence to suggest charitable gaming proceeds being
used to support criminal activity.

• Proceeds from charitable gaming activities at DTFN have inappropriately
been used for purposes other than charitable or religious objects or
purposes, which is a legislative requirement under the Criminal Code of
Canada.  Based on the analysis approximately $13,800 (the excess cash
from bingo operations of $20,700 less $6,900 of expenditures which met the
criteria of charitable purposes) may have been used inappropriately,
however it is not possible to determine the exact amount due to the missing
documentation.
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• DTFN charitable gaming events were not accounted for in accordance with
the Terms and Conditions for Bingo/Breakopen events established by MGCC.

• Internal control procedures at DTFN over the charitable gaming proceeds
were essentially non-existent.  Charitable gaming proceeds were not always
deposited in the bank, expenditures were paid by cash routinely and
supporting documentation for expenditures made by cash or cheque was not
available in many instances.

3.5  DAKOTA TIPI VLT OPERATIONS
Under terms of a First Nation VLT siteholder agreement, dated January 19, 2001 (see
Appendix D), DTFN commenced the operation of 25 VLTs on March 6, 2001 in a room
adjacent to the bingo area in the Bingo Palace facility.  VLTs operated six nights per
week, Monday to Saturday, until July 17, 2002.  Subsequent to the discontinuance of
operations, the VLTs were physically removed by MLC at the request of the VLT manager,
citing concerns over security of the equipment.

Under terms of the agreement, DTFN received 90% of the net proceeds of the VLTs as a
commission (this is in contrast to a standard commercial agreement in which the
siteholder receives 20% and the MLC receives 80% of the net proceeds).  From this
commission DTFN was required to pay a one-time administration fee of $5,650 per
machine and an annual registration fee of $150 per machine.  Currently, there is no
formal reporting requirement to either MLC or the Province as to the use of their net
revenue.

Findings
• DTFN treated the VLT operations as a separate accounting entity with its

own bank account.  DTFN advanced the VLT operations $12,500 to fund
initial cash on hand requirements for daily operations.

• As all individual VLT machines are centrally monitored and controlled by
MLC, hours of operation and payouts are known to MLC.

• A daily summary sheet was prepared summarizing the sales, payouts and
cash activities for each shift, as well as any cash disbursements for small
expenses.  The daily summary sheets were generally prepared at a
reasonable level of detail, however the summaries were sometimes poorly
documented and lacked supporting documents or confirmation of
recipients of cash disbursements.  We were unable to locate daily
summaries for 107 of 425 days of operation during the period under
review.  Even though MLC can provide gross sales and payouts for each
day of operations, missing daily summary sheets likely contain records of
cash expenses paid.

• Payment in cash of expenditures for items such as casual workers,
advances to employees and those related to free coffee, donuts and pizza
on certain nights was a common occurrence.

• Staffing throughout the period of review was fairly consistent with little
turnover.  Employees were generally paid via bi-weekly payroll.  Use of
casual employees was limited.

Daily summary sheets
should be completed
accurately and completely,
including full documentation
of any cash paid expenditures.

Any individuals receiving
remuneration for casual labour
or a payroll advance, should be
required to sign to confirm
receipt of such payment.
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• Most expenditures paid by cheque and payroll cheques were prepared
utilizing accounting software at the DTFN office.  Supporting documents
for cheques and payroll were maintained at the DTFN office.  We were
unable to access or locate the supporting documents for many of the
expenditures paid by cheque.

• Several different bank accounts were maintained during the period of
review and have been incorporated into the analysis.

 • We were unable to locate many original banking documents, however we
were able to obtain copies of certain of those banking documents directly
from the financial institutions.  Inability to locate or access bank deposit
information required the adoption of certain assumptions in the financial
analysis undertaken.

• Terms of payment for the one-time administration fee of $141,250
(25 x $5,650) was that it would be paid in weekly installments equal to
half of the DTFN 90% of net proceeds commission, until paid in full.
Consequently, until the point that the $141,250 was paid in full, MLC
received 55% and DTFN received 45% of the net proceeds as their
commission.  DTFN VLT operations paid the last of the administration fee
on January 10, 2002.  After this point DTFN retained 90% of the VLT net
proceeds as its commission.  From this commission the DTFN was required
to pay an annual registration fee of $150 per machine to MLC.

Conclusion
• We were unable to determine whether all VLT monies earned by DTFN were

appropriately disbursed due to the missing daily summary sheets and
missing documentation to support many of the expenditures paid by cash or
cheque.

3.6  ANALYSIS OF VLT PROCEEDS (DTFN PORTION)
The scope of this review included attempting to determine the use and distribution of VLT
proceeds, and to determine whether evidence existed that potential criminal activity had
taken place.

In response an analysis was prepared in the form of a source and use of funds statement.
Due to the lack of access to certain records, the analysis required the incorporation of
certain assumptions and estimates in arriving at the quantum of certain balances.  While
we believe these assumptions and estimates to be reasonable, the existence of these
assumptions and analysis introduces a level of uncertainty into the results of the
analysis.  In this analysis, for informational and analysis purposes, expenses directly
related to operations of the VLT operations were differentiated from all other payments
or expenses.

This overall review of financial operations indicated advances to, and payment of
expenses of, other DTFN entities including DTFN, charitable gaming operations, DTGB and
Portage Family Golf Land Ltd.  We have concerns as to whether all of these advances and
payments have been properly recorded.

All transactions or
payments to band members,
etc. should be properly
documented and supported by
receipts or signature of
receipt.

Any payments to members
or residents of the First Nation
for “social assistance or
support” should follow a
defined and transparent
procedure, and be supported
by a proper application form
and an understood and
transparent approval process.

First Nations should
maintain original banking
documents.
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As supporting documents for many expenditures were unavailable, determination of the
nature of these expenditures was largely gathered through the explanations and
recollections of people involved in the VLT operations.  These explanations were
evaluated in light of other information gathered, and were included in the analysis as per
the explanation, if that explanation appeared reasonable and realistic.  Categorization of
expenses was determined based on explanations provided, supporting documentation, or
similar previous expenses.

In addition to the records initially sought and acquired, management provided additional
records in the form of assorted receipts, notes and schedules.  These documents were
considered in the analysis of expenditures.

Findings
• During the period of review, of total actual net daily proceeds after daily

cash paid expenses, only 76% was deposited in the bank.  While 24% of
net daily proceeds was not deposited in the bank, our analysis accounted
for 100% of gross VLT proceeds.

• During the period when DTFN was paying off the initial administration fee
for the machines, which ended the first week of January 2002, the VLT
operations did not provide significant excess cash flow, after the costs of
operations were paid and funds were advanced to related entities.

• Total sources of cash included:

- $1,793,100 of gross VLT proceeds;

- $12,900 of funds advanced from DTFN to support operations of the
VLTs including $12,500 as an initial advance to provide a cash float
at commencement of operations; and

- $1,100 of net funds advanced from the charitable gaming
operations.

• Total uses of cash included:

- $1,260,800 in VLT payouts returned to customers; and

- $398,200 of expenses directly related to the operations of VLTs
including $203,600 paid to MLC and $130,000 in wages and
benefits.

• Consequently, excess cash from VLT operations, defined as gross proceeds
from VLTs less payouts and operating costs ($1,793,100 - $1,260,800 -
$398,200) was $134,100.

• Combining this excess cash from operations of $134,100 with advances of
$12,900 and $1,100 from DTFN and charitable gaming respectively, results
in remaining cash to account for of $148,100.

• Of this $148,100:

- $4,000 was paid to Soaring Eagle Accounting Ltd. under terms of
their co-management agreement with DTFN;

Daily net proceeds should
be recorded on a separate
deposit slip for each day and
deposited in a bank intact as
soon as practicable.
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- $9,300 was identified as paid to various persons; most of whom we
understand are, or were, band members or residents.  Based on the
review of records provided and information gathered through
interviews, we have determined an explanation for all but three
amounts paid totaling $3,100;

- $6,400 is identified as unsupported payments to the former Chief of
DTFN.  No supporting documentation was available for our review;

- $5,700 was noted as paid out on the daily summary sheets, however
there was no indication as to the recipient(s) of this amount.  We
have been unable to determine the recipient(s) or reasons for these
payments;

- $18,400 of advances repaid or expenses paid on behalf of DTFN were
noted.  Several items were DTFN issued cheques which were cashed by
the VLT operations, but not deposited to the VLT bank.  When
queried as to why these were not deposited, VLT management stated
that they were aware at the time that DTFN did not have sufficient
funds in their account, so they would have just been returned NSF;

- $17,400 of net advances related to advances and repayment of
advances to DTGB to assist them in the payment of their operating
expenses; and

- $19,200 of disbursements compiled from various notes and
recollections provided by the VLT manager.  The notes provided by
the VLT manager are rudimentary at best and most often lack detail
as to the recipient of the funds.  According to the VLT manager, this
represents only a fraction of the cash he distributed during the
period under review.

• Factoring in an opening bank balance at March 6, 2001 of $60 and an
ending bank balance of $1,000, this leaves net cash unaccounted for of
$66,700, or $85,900 if the notes and recollections of the VLT manager are
not factored in.  Despite the potential inaccuracies in the analysis due to
the inclusion of assumptions and estimates, this represents a significant
amount of cash that could not be accounted for.

• The VLT manager advised us that several uses of cash on hand, which he
could recall, but could not quantify or provide full documentary support
for, included:

- The use of funds to pay an individual to swear a false affidavit in
January 2002;

- The payment of legal fees incurred in the dispute with a dissident
group;

- The payment of travel expenses for certain individuals from Swan
River to Winnipeg to make court appearances; and

- Payments for the gathering and provision of “intelligence” on
members of a dissident group.
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However, he was unable to provide more than general information about
other cash disbursements and was unaware of the magnitude of
unaccounted for cash.

• Despite the fact that the VLT manager was the ultimate custodian of the
proceeds of VLT operations, we did not locate any documentation, which
provides conclusive support, to suggest that the VLT manager personally
received or benefited from the proceeds of VLT operations.

• While the amount unaccounted for is significant, there are factors noted
during our review, which lend some support to the VLT manager’s
assertion that funds were used to pay people and expenses of other
entities.  These are:

- Other Dakota Tipi entities, including DTFN, were often short of funds
and looked to the VLTs as a source of cash, as there were no
mandated restrictions on the use of VLT commissions; and

- Effective April 1, 2002, several band employees were laid off and
band administration taken over by third party management, leaving
the Bingo Palace and VLT operations as the only source of funds
available to the former administration.

• The former Chief indicated that he was unaware of the extent of
unaccounted for cash from the VLT operations, however he did indicate
that he had sought for many years to instill a level of accountability with
respect to all DTFN operations.  He cited several examples of attempts he
had made to provide adequate training to various DTFN personnel as well
as the co-management agreement with Soaring Eagle Accounting Ltd.,
where they were to assist in establishing proper financial accounting and
reporting processes leading to a level of accountability.  According to the
former Chief certain DTFN staff refused to participate in the training
programs offered, and did not cooperate with Soaring Eagle Accounting
Ltd. regarding the agreement to manage the operations of the DTGC.

• With respect to the former Chief, other than documented amounts
supported by receipts or daily summary sheets, there is no further
conclusive evidence to support the further receipt of funds by the former
Chief, other than statements made by the VLT manager and another
individual, regarding demands for money by the former Chief or
instructions by the former Chief to provide funds to others or pay
expenses.

Conclusions
• We are concerned about the appropriateness and legality of certain uses of

VLT proceeds with respect to the existence of evidence where the proceeds of
VLTs may have been used for criminal activities.  These situations may
warrant further review.

• Accountability for the use of VLT proceeds after April 1, 2001 was virtually
non-existent as a result of an almost total lack of internal controls.
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• Internal control procedures at DTFN over the VLT proceeds were definitely
inadequate.  VLT net proceeds were not always deposited in the bank,
expenditures were paid by cash routinely, and supporting documentation
for expenditures made by cash or cheque was not available in many
instances.

4.0  Review of Soaring Eagle Accounting
       Ltd. Involvement With Dakota Tipi
       First Nation and MGCC
In July and August 2002 prior to the commencement of the special operating review of
the DTGC and gaming revenues, there was a significant number of media reports
concerning agreements between Soaring Eagle Accounting Ltd. (Soaring Eagle), DTFN and
MGCC.  The following sequence of events has been prepared to recap the various
agreements between DTFN and other organizations.  Related information is also provided
in this sequence of events for clarification purposes.

4.1  SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
• On March 4, 2002, a co-management agreement was signed between DTFN

and Soaring Eagle.  This co-management agreement was for a 14-month
period commencing March 1, 2002 and included assisting with the day to
day financial activities of DTFN’s operations and its related organizations,
including the Bingo Palace.

• On March 27, 2002, the Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada
advised the Chief and Council of Dakota Tipi that on April 1, 2002 a Third
Party Manager would be appointed to administer, on behalf of the First
Nation and the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC)
the delivery of programs and services to the membership until such time
as an election for Chief and Council occurred.

• Effective April 2, 2002, The Exchange Group was appointed as the Third
Party Manager by INAC to manage all funding provided to the DTFN by
INAC.

• As a result of the appointment of Third Party Managers for DTFN, Soaring
Eagle was no longer responsible for managing INAC funding.  This had
been a significant part of their responsibilities under the March 4, 2002
co-management agreement with DTFN.

• On April 12, 2002, a Consolidated Contribution Agreement was signed
between Health Canada and Soaring Eagle on behalf of DTFN.  Under this
agreement Soaring Eagle was to manage Health Canada funding on behalf
of DTFN effective April 1, 2002.

• Under the terms of their FNGC agreement with the Province, DTGC was
required to submit its annual audited financial statements to Manitoba
(operationally being MGCC).  In order to comply with their agreement,
DTFN negotiated with Soaring Eagle to help them prepare the necessary
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accounting records and draft financial statements.  Once this information
was compiled, Soaring Eagle was to arrange for a firm to audit the
records.

• Soaring Eagle provided MGCC staff with a draft operating agreement and
requested MGCC input at a meeting in July of 2002.  MGCC staff reviewed
the draft operating agreement and recommended a number of changes.
The proposed fee structure included under these draft operating
agreements was originally 15% of the gross gaming receipts (see
Appendix E) and was eventually changed to 15% of the VLT gaming
receipts.  Both of these fee structures would have been a violation of the
VLT siteholder agreement in place at that time between DTFN, and MLC,
unless approved by MLC.  Section 6(am) of the DTFN VLT siteholder
agreement with MLC states that: “The Siteholder shall not enter into any
agreement which entitles any person to receive any amount which varies
based on revenues from VLTs located at the Site, without the express written
consent of the Corporation”.  Unfortunately, MGCC staff involved in these
discussions advised us that they were not aware, at this time, that the
proposed fee structure could be breaching a term of the siteholder
agreement.

• On July 12, 2002, the agreement (see Appendix F) between DTFN and
Soaring Eagle was signed whereby Soaring Eagle would manage the
operations of DTGC.  This agreement was effective July 12, 2002 and fees
were set at 15% of the VLT gaming receipts.  In order to demonstrate to
MGCC that DTGC had begun the process to have financial statements
prepared, a copy of this agreement was provided to MGCC.  There are no
provisions in the FNGC agreements that require FNGCs to provide MGCC
with business agreements they enter into.  Normally MGCC is not privy to
such agreements.

• On July 22, 2002, MLC disabled DTFN VLTs, and on July 23, 2002 Soaring
Eagle wrote a letter to the Chief of DTFN, with a copy to MGCC, indicating
that they had been unable to perform their duties under their agreement
with DTFN due to the lack of cooperation by certain First Nation staff
responsible for gaming activities at DTFN.  In this letter, Soaring Eagle
indicated they would resign if they did not get complete support by
July 26, 2002.

• On July 29, 2002, the Minister charged with the administration of The
Gaming Control Act announced in the legislature their intention to
undertake a special operating review of DTGC and gaming revenues.

• On July 29, 2002, the MLA for Russell tabled the July 12, 2002 agreement
between DTFN and Soaring Eagle, and indicated that the fee structure
under the agreement called for Soaring Eagle to receive 15% of the VLT
gaming receipts.

• According to MGCC staff it was on July 29, 2002, after the tabling of the
July 12th agreement, when they first noted the contravention of the VLT
siteholder agreement.  At that time they advised the Minister and MLC of
this finding.
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• On July 30, 2002, the Minister charged with the administration of The
Gaming Control Act indicated in the legislature that the July 12th

agreement between DTFN and Soaring Eagle was not appropriate given the
terms of the VLT siteholder agreement, and that MLC officials would be
following up on the matter.

• On August 1, 2002, the Province through Order-in-Council revoked the
FNGC agreement with DTGC pending the outcome of the special operating
review.

• On August 2, 2002, Soaring Eagle advised the Chief and Council of DTFN by
letter (see Appendix G), with a copy to MGCC, that they were resigning
from their agreement with DTFN.  In this letter, Soaring Eagle cited the
continued lack of cooperation from First Nation members responsible for
gaming activities on the reserve as the reason for their resignation.

Conclusion
• The operating agreement to manage the operations of the DTGC, between

Soaring Eagle Accounting Ltd. and DTFN was inappropriate, because the
compensation arrangements therein contravened the DTFN VLT siteholder
agreement.  We believe that Soaring Eagle Accounting Ltd. took prudent
steps to prevent such a situation from occurring by seeking advice and
counsel from MGCC prior to entering into the agreement.

5.0  Gaming Legislation in Manitoba

Findings
• Section 207(1)(a) of the Criminal Code of Canada provides for a province

to conduct and manage a lottery scheme in accordance with any law
enacted by the legislature of that province.  In Manitoba, the Manitoba
Lotteries Corporation Act appointed MLC to “conduct and manage”
gaming in the Province.

• Section 207(1)(b) of the Criminal Code of Canada provides that the
Lieutenant Governor in Council of a province may specify a licensing
authority to permit a charitable or religious organization to conduct and
manage a lottery scheme in that province, if the proceeds from the
lottery scheme are used for a charitable or religious object or purpose.
In Manitoba licensing authorities are MGCC, FNGCs and municipalities.

• In 1995, the Manitoba Lottery Policy Review Working Group presented its
report to the Government.  A major recommendation of this report was
that an independent Gaming Commission, arms length from MLC, be
appointed immediately.  That report suggested that MLC should report to
this Gaming Commission which, in turn, would report to the Minister
responsible for Lotteries.  As per MLC this reporting structure was never
implemented because it was determined to be operationally ineffective
and could place MGCC in a conflict of interest position.
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• The Gaming Control Act for Manitoba was assented to on November 19,
1996.  The intent and purpose of this Act was “to create an independent
Commission to regulate and control gaming activity in the Province with
the aims of ensuring that gaming activity is conducted honestly, with
integrity and in the public interest.”

• MGCC began its operations on October 20, 1997.  Under The Gaming
Control Act for Manitoba, MGCC is responsible to regulate and control
gaming activity in the Province which as set out in the Act includes those
lottery schemes referred to in Sections 207(1)(b), (c), (d), and (f) of the
Criminal Code of Canada.  However, the Act does not include Section
207(1)(a) of the Criminal Code of Canada (which has been discussed
above) as a gaming activity, and therefore is not included under the
authority of MGCC to regulate and control.

• The present relationship between MLC and MGCC is as follows:

- MLC does have a formal businesslike relationship with the MGCC in
that if forwards names of prospective employees, suppliers, new
games requiring assessment as to integrity;

- By reason of its exclusive authority and mandate, MLC has no
accountability to MGCC as to its determination as to how gaming is
conducted in the Province; and

- MLC as an operator (not in its role as a “conduct and manage”
authority) is obliged to participate with patrons as to an MGCC
resolution of an operational conflict with a patron.

• Under the terms and conditions of license applications issued under The
Gaming Control Act, all bingo paper and breakopen tickets (gaming
products) must be purchased from MLC.  However, there are a number of
companies in Manitoba that also sell gaming products.  Under current
legislation in Manitoba, it is not illegal for these companies to sell the
gaming products to an unlicensed or non-registered person or
organization.  However, it is illegal for any non-registered person or
organization to use these gaming products for gaming purposes.

• We reviewed The Gaming Control Act of Ontario and discussed specific
sections of this Act with staff of the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of
Ontario.  Under The Gaming Control Act of Ontario, all suppliers of
gaming products have to be registered, and it is illegal for a registered
supplier to sell gaming products to an unlicensed or non-registered
person or organization.

 • A concern brought to our attention during this review was the extent of
unlicensed gaming in the Province, and the lack of MGCC authority to
bring this illegal activity to an end.  Under the current gaming
legislation in Manitoba, MGCC staff have enforcement powers only on
licensed gaming activities.  If a person or an organization is conducting
an illegal gaming event (not licensed) MGCC staff have no authority to
intervene.  MGCC staff indicated there are potentially between 10 to 14
First Nations, who are conducting illegal gaming activities, mainly bingo
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events.  According to MGCC staff, the RCMP have been made aware of this
illegal activity.

Conclusions
• MLC and MGCC organizations have different roles in controlling and

regulating gaming activities managed by First Nations.  The different roles
of MLC and MGCC, together with weaknesses in controls over First Nations
gaming as noted elsewhere in this report, indicate a need to strengthen the
collaboration and communication between these two entities.

• The absence of prohibitions over the sale of gaming products to unlicensed
or non-registered persons or organizations may be contributing to the
existence of illegal gaming activities in Manitoba.

• Limitations in the powers of MGCC limit its ability to eradicate illegal
gaming.

6.0  Review of First Nation Gaming
       Commission Agreements
Currently, there are 32 First Nations (including DTGC where the Province has shut down
all gaming activities) which have entered into an FNGC agreement with the Province (see
Appendix H).  MGCC represents the Province in the establishment of FNGCs and works
with those First Nations that have chosen to establish its own gaming commission.

6.1  VARIATIONS BETWEEN PRE AND POST-1995
       FNGC AGREEMENTS

Findings
• MGCC uses an “agreement template” for FNGC agreements that are entered

into by Manitoba and each FNGC.  According to MGCC staff the “agreement
template” was revised in 1995.  However the agreements signed
previously have not been updated.

• Approximately 18 of the 32 FNGC agreements in place at this time were
signed prior to the revisions made to the agreement template in 1995.
Some of the more significant limitations of these 18 agreements are:

- The terms and conditions of licenses issued by FNGC are only required
to be similar in principle to terms and conditions, which apply to
licenses issued by MLC (prior to the establishment of MGCC in 1997).
The revised agreement template requires that the terms and
conditions of licenses issued by FNGC be the same as terms and
conditions that apply to licenses issued by MGCC;

- The requirement for independent audits does not specify whether it
is intended to cover an audit of FNGC operations, an audit of the
gaming activity licensed by FNGC, or both.  The revised agreement
template is more specific as it indicates that an audited financial
statement of lottery activities of FNGC must be provided on an
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annual basis to Manitoba (MGCC), within 90 days of the FNGCs fiscal
year end;

- Management letters and any accompanying internal control
recommendations made by the auditor are not required to be
submitted with the audited financial statements to MGCC;

For example, for the year ended March 31, 2001, the external
auditors of DTFN qualified their opinion on the financial statements
and provided the DTFN with an extensive management letter
highlighting serious internal control deficiencies over the
accounting records for DTFN, the Bingo Palace and DTGB.  This
management letter was not provided to MGCC.  The pre-1995
agreement between MGCC and DTGC did not require this to be
submitted.  Had this been provided, MGCC would have been able to
act sooner in addressing DTGC issues; and

- Some FNGCs, under their agreements, are allowed to purchase gaming
products from suppliers other than MLC.  MGCC staff advised us that
to the best of their knowledge, as at November 2002, FNGCs are
purchasing all their gaming products from MLC.

Conclusion
• The existence of different agreements with FNGCs creates the risk that

gaming activities will not be operated, monitored, and controlled on a
consistent basis.

6.2  FNGC AGREEMENTS – ACCOUNTABILITY AND
       TRANSPARENCY

Findings
• The current accountability clause states that annual audits of gaming

activity will be provided by FNGC to MGCC.  MGCC has interpreted this
clause to mean that FNGC submit an annual audited financial statement of
FNGC operations each year.

• Financial information for all FNGCs is not being reported on a similar
basis.  Some FNGC financial statements report only the activity of FNGC,
while others incorporate licensee operations.  The FNGC Manual, provided
by MGCC to each FNGC, includes a format for standard annual audited
financial statements of FNGCs.  Under this format the financial statements
of FNGCs are intended to report the activities of the FNGC itself, and are
not intended to include the operations of its licensees.

• The FNGC Manual also clearly indicates the responsibilities of FNGC
concerning gaming licensing.  These responsibilities include developing
and applying standards for the inspection, and audit of licensed gaming
events, and enforcing the terms and conditions of licenses.

• There is no provision in the FNGC agreement templates that requires First
Nations to advise MGCC of any changes to the makeup of FNGC.
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• Under the FNGC agreement templates there is no requirement for the
formal reporting, by FNGCs, of the use of gaming revenues earned as a
result of the gaming licenses issued by FNGC.  However, each licensee is
required, under the terms and conditions of the license application, to
prepare and forward a statement of net proceeds and a statement of
disbursements for their lottery activity on a quarterly basis to FNGC.

• MGCC has no procedures in place to determine how much money is being
generated each year through charitable gaming activities licensed by
FNGCs.

• Under the FNGC agreement templates there is no requirement that the
annual audited financial statements of FNGC should be made available to
the members of the First Nation.

• Under the FNGC agreement templates there is no requirement for the
development or implementation of conflict of interest guidelines with
respect to gaming on the First Nation.  During our review of MGCC
documentation relating to the operations of FNGCs, we noted instances,
identified by MGCC staff, where members of an FNGC were also directly
involved in gaming activities licensed by that FNGC which is clearly a
conflict of interest concern.  One such example is a situation where the
FNGC licensing manager also operated the bingo events with help from
volunteers.

• As of November 1, 2002, MGCC did not have a formal policy and
procedures concerning FNGC inspections, and had not performed formal
reviews or inspections of FNGCs on a regular basis.

• MGCC is unable to confirm that FNGCs are all operating in accordance with
their respective agreements.  This is a consequence of the fact that no
formal reviews or inspections were performed of FNGCs until November
2002, and due to the fact that there is presently inconsistent reporting of
FNGC operations through their annual audited financial statements.

• Through our discussions with MGCC staff we understand that a policy
concerning FNGC inspections is now in place, and that inspections started
in November of 2002.

• Prior to MGCCs recent FNGC inspection policy, if complaints were received,
or if issues were identified through a review of the information received
(annual audited financial statements, management letters) by the MGCC
from FNGCs, MGCC would perform an FNGC site visit.

Conclusions
• Weaknesses in accountability reporting and MGCC monitoring practices,

creates an undue risk that gaming activities on-reserve may not be
conducted honestly, with integrity and in the public interest.

• The absence of formal FNGC inspections by MGCC prior to November 1, 2002
created an undue risk that some FNGCs may not have been functioning in
accordance with the terms of their FNGC agreement.
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6.3  FNGC AGREEMENTS – PROVINCIAL OVERSIGHT

Findings
• Each FNGC agreement (pre and post-1995) is between Manitoba and the

First Nation.

• Although it is not specifically identified in the FNGC agreements, MGCC is
responsible to monitor FNGC operations.  However, FNGC agreements do
not provide MGCC with formal authority to suspend an FNGC that may not
be complying with the terms of its agreement.

• The termination provisions of the FNGC agreements indicate that either
party to the agreement (Manitoba and the First Nation) may terminate the
agreement by providing notice in writing to the other party.  Under the
post-1995 agreements 30 days notice is required while the pre-1995
agreements require 90 days notice.  There are no termination provisions
included in the FNGC agreements that apply specifically to MGCC.

• FNGC structure, as per the MGCC manual, leaves ultimate accountability for
gaming activity entirely with the Chief and Council, with no formal
reporting requirement to MGCC.  The only accountability to the Province
of Manitoba is the requirement to provide annual audited financial
statements of FNGC.  There is a perception that MGCC bears responsibility
for gaming activities of a First Nation, however the FNGC agreement grants
that responsibility to the First Nation, and provides little ability for the
MGCC to enforce gaming regulation.

• Essentially, the FNGCs carry out identical roles and have the same
responsibilities that MGCC would have in respect of on-reserve gaming in
the absence of a FNGC.  The MGCC operates with a staff possessing a cross-
section of specialized skills required to assess license applications, review
and assess financial statements and results, investigate and resolve
compliance matters and investigate and resolve complaints from
participants in gaming activities.

Conclusions
• The absence of effective authority of MGCC to terminate or alter gaming

arrangements when appropriate, reduces MGCCs ability to ensure that on-
reserve gaming activities are conducted honestly, with integrity, and in the
public interest.

• Given that the management of gaming activities requires a cross-section of
specialized skills, FNGCs may be facing a challenge in ensuring that such
skills are in place.

• While we understand that DTFN may not be representative of other First
Nations with FNGCs in terms of scale of charitable gaming operations and
number of licensees, we are concerned that it may be an unrealistic
expectation that each FNGC will be able to recruit and retain staff with the
necessary expertise to establish a full service gaming commission on each
First Nation.
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7.0  License Applications for Bingo/
       Breakopen and Raffles - Terms
       and Conditions
Findings

• MGCC’s license applications for bingo/breakopen and raffles include
provisions that provide MGCC with the authority to audit or inspect the
licensee records or accounts.

• First Nation groups or organizations that do not have an FNGC obtain
charitable gaming licenses directly from MGCC.

• Under the terms and conditions of the gaming license applications issued
by FNGCs, there is no provision to allow for the audit or inspection of the
licensee records or accounts by MGCC.

• When an FNGC issues a gaming license the right to audit or inspect the
licensee records or accounts rests with FNGC.

Conclusion
• MGCC does not have formal authority to audit or inspect the licensee records

or accounts for all charitable gaming licenses issued in the Province.  As a
result, all charitable gaming licenses issued may not be subject to the same
level of control and monitoring.  MGCC’s authority to audit or inspect
licensee records or accounts, whether MGCC or FNGC has issued the gaming
license, is a significant control function that should be in place for all
gaming licenses issued in the Province.

8.0  First Nation Gaming Commission
       Annual Audited Financial Statements
Findings

• MGCC regularly tracks the receipt of FNGC’s annual audited financial
statements.  According to FNGC agreements each FNGC must provide its
audited financial statements on an annual basis to Manitoba
(operationally being MGCC).

• The post-1995 agreements indicate that the financial statements must be
submitted within 90 days of FNGC’s fiscal year end, the pre-1995
agreements do not indicate a specific timeframe for the submission of the
financial statements to Manitoba.

• MGCC staff review FNGC’s annual audited financial statements and
management letters, if provided, and prepare internal reports identifying
areas where follow up work is required, or where further training of the
FNGC may be necessary.
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• Our review of the information compiled by MGCC concerning FNGC annual
audited financial statements for the three years ending March 31, 2000 to
March 31, 2002 confirmed that there are some areas of concern as
follows:

- As at November 20, 2002 we noted that 50% of FNGCs had not
provided audited financial statements due in the calendar year 2002.

- Of the FNGC audited financial statements that were provided to MGCC
for the calendar year 2002, one audit opinion was qualified.

- As at November 20, 2002 we found that 30% of the FNGCs operating
in 2001 and 2000 had not provided audited financial statements.

- The audit opinions were qualified or denied for 9 of the 19 (47%)
FNGC financial statements received for the calendar year 2001.  For
the calendar year 2000, 9 of the 19 (47%) FNGC financial statements
received had audit opinions that were qualified or denied.

- Management letters are not required to be submitted to MGCC under
the pre-1995 agreements.

- No management letters have been received by MGCC for the calendar
year 2002.

- Only one management letter has been received by MGCC for the
calendar years 2001 and 2000 from those FNGCs that are required to
submit management letters.

• MGCC staff advised us that they do significant follow up work (confirmed
through a review of documentation) with FNGCs in an attempt to obtain
the outstanding annual audited financial statements.  However, MGCC has
no formal policy and procedures concerning its role and follow up
responsibilities with respect to the annual reporting submissions of FNGC
operations.

Conclusion
• The late receipt or non-receipt of annual audited financial statements and

management letters of FNGCs significantly compromises MGCC’s ability to
monitor the activities of FNGCs.

9.0  First Nation VLT Siteholder
       Agreements
Findings

• There were 598 VLTs located at 26 First Nation sites as at March 31, 2002
(see Appendix I).

• A First Nation VLT siteholder agreement is executed between MLC and each
First Nation prior to the installation and operation of the VLTs.  MGCC staff
facilitate the negotiation and implementation of the VLT agreements
between the First Nation and MLC.
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• Under the terms of VLT siteholder agreements First Nations retain 90% of
the VLT net proceeds as their commission.  From this commission the First
Nations are required to pay a one-time administration fee of $5,650 per
machine, and an annual registration fee of $150 per machine to MLC.

• Figure 1 is a summary of the net revenue available to the First Nations
from VLT operations for the years ended March 31, 2000 to March 31,
2002.

FIGURE 1

• Under the First Nation VLT siteholder agreement, there is no requirement
for formal reporting by the First Nation of the use of VLT revenues.  There
is also no requirement that the VLT revenues must be used to benefit the
community.

• Under the First Nation VLT siteholder agreement, there is no requirement
to make the annual audited financial report on VLT revenues and the use
of those revenues available to the members of the First Nation.

Conclusion
• An absence of appropriate public information makes it difficult for First

Nation members to hold relevant officials accountable concerning the extent
and use of VLT revenues.

10.0 Learnings for FNGCs and First Nations
Many learnings resulted from our review of DTGC and its records.  They are highlighted in
the margins of this report for reference by other FNGCs and First Nations wanting to
ensure that appropriate practises are followed and records maintained.
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11.0 Recommendations

Dakota Tipi First Nation
• That the Province seek legal advice regarding:

- Situations where the proceeds of VLTs may have been used for
criminal activities;

- The use of bingo paper and breakopen tickets sold by suppliers other
than MLC for gaming;

- The operation of bingos in excess of frequency permitted by MGCC
regulations; and

- The use of proceeds from charitable gaming activities, in some
instances other than for charitable or religious objects or purposes.

• That the Province through MGCC and MLC continue to suspend all gaming
activities at DTFN until such time as governance at DTFN is stable, and
there is strong evidence to support that gaming operations can be
conducted in a legal, appropriate and transparent manner for the benefit
of the Community.

Gaming Legislation in Manitoba
• That the Government review the related roles of MGCC and MLC.  The goal

would be to assess whether there are alternative models that might lead
to a more efficient and effective process for regulating gaming operated
by First Nations.

• That the Gaming Control Act of Manitoba be revised to:

- Prohibit the sale of gaming products to unlicensed or non-registered
persons or organizations.  The changes should include provisions to
ensure all suppliers are registered with MGCC, and that under the
terms of their registration each supplier may only sell gaming
products to a licensed or registered person or organization.

- Provide certain MGCC staff with special constable status which would
give them authority to address issues of illegal gaming in a timely
manner and to seize gaming products used in unlicensed gaming
activities.

First Nation Gaming Commission Model
• That should the Province and MGCC decide that the FNGC model needs to

be changed, they meet with representatives of First Nations in Manitoba
to discuss potential alternatives.  One alternative to consider would be
the creation of a province-wide FNGC (FNGC of Manitoba) which would
serve as the licensing authority for those First Nations that currently have
their own FNGC.  The FNGC of Manitoba could charge administration fees
to each organization it licenses to offset operating costs (as is currently
being done by the individual FNGCs) and through economies of scale
would be in a better position to recruit and retain staff with a cross-
section of specialized skills.
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First Nation Gaming Commission Agreements
• We recommend that all agreements with FNGCs be made consistent with

the post-1995 agreement template, and that all FNGC agreements be
amended:

- To clearly indicate that the audited financial statements are to
include the activities of the FNGC itself and not the operations of
the licensees.

- To include the requirement for the auditor of the FNGC to have a
separate engagement to provide a supplementary report with the
audited financial statements forwarded to MGCC.  The auditor’s
supplementary report should include an opinion as to whether the
FNGC was maintaining adequate financial records, has developed
standards for inspection and audit, has conducted inspections and
audits of licensees, and is enforcing the terms and conditions of
licenses. The supplementary report should also include an opinion
from the auditor as to whether the FNGC was acting in compliance
with the FNGC agreement.

- To include a provision requiring the First Nation to advise MGCC, by
Band Council Resolution, of any changes to the makeup of the FNGC.

- To include the requirement that the FNGC’s annual audited financial
statements include descriptions of how the revenues earned as a
result of gaming licenses issued by the FNGC have benefited the
community.  Alternatively, each FNGC could prepare a schedule of the
distribution of the net lottery proceeds, accumulated from the
licensee reports received on a quarterly basis, which would be
included with the FNGCs annual audited financial statements.

- To include a provision that the FNGC’s annual audited financial
statements must be made available to the members of the First
Nation on at least an annual basis.  It should be the expectation
that these audited financial statements have an unqualified audit
opinion, and that appropriate action would be taken in the event of
a qualified opinion.

- In combination with audited financial statements of the FNGC, we
recommend that each FNGC also submit copies of independent
audited financial statements of their licensee’s with gross combined
annual lottery revenue exceeding a predetermined value (to be
established by MGCC) to the MGCC, however the FNGC still retains
responsibility to ensure audits are completed, submitted in a timely
manner, and reviewed with the licensee.  It should be noted, that
these audits are expected to bear an unqualified audit opinion, and
that appropriate action would be taken in the event of a qualified
opinion.

- To include the requirement for the development of a conflict of
interest policy and guidelines with respect to gaming on the First
Nation.  A copy of the conflict of interest policy and guidelines
should be provided to MGCC.  The policy and guidelines should, at a
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minimum, provide that elected and staff officials of the Band Council
and the FNGC are prevented from personally benefiting from their
office beyond the agreed upon compensation as a result of the
position they hold.

• That FNGC agreements also be between MGCC and the First Nation.

• That MGCC have authority under FNGC agreements to act to ensure FNGCs
are operating in compliance with Manitoba gaming regulations.

• That the termination provisions of FNGC agreements be amended to
indicate that a breach of any terms of the agreement by FNGC may be
deemed to be cause for termination of the agreement without notice.

• That MGCC develop a formal internal policy and operational procedures
concerning the annual reporting of FNGC operations.  The policy and
procedures should include penalty provisions or consequences for FNGCs
not complying with their gaming commission agreement.  Such
consequences could include restrictions on or the loss of licensing
privileges, or the termination of the FNGC agreement.  It should be the
expectation that FNGC audited financial statements have an unqualified
audit opinion, and that appropriate action would be taken in the event of
a qualified opinion.

• That FNGCs should be made aware that if the proceeds from charitable
gaming events are to be used by the First Nation a license application is
required.

First Nation License Applications for Bingo/Breakopen and Raffles -
Terms and Conditions

• That the terms and conditions of the FNGC license applications for Bingo/
Breakopen and Raffles be amended to include a provision for MGCC to
audit or inspect the records or accounts of the licensee.  The revised
provision should clearly state that the licensee shall provide to FNGC,
MGCC and all peace officers, direct and unencumbered access to all books
and records of the licensee pertaining to the nature, management and
conduct of the event for which the license has been granted at any time
and shall deliver to FNGC or MGCC such books and records upon request.

• That the Government review the role of MGCC over charitable gaming
activities licensed by FNGCs and Municipalities.  The goal would be to
ensure that all charitable gaming activities are subject to the same level
of control.

First Nation VLT Siteholder Agreement
• That consideration be given to the following additions to the First Nation

VLT siteholder agreements that would provide for enhanced accountability
of First Nation VLT revenues:

- That an annual audited financial report on VLT activities be
produced with the expectation of an unqualified audit opinion
which includes:
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- A statement of revenue and expenditure for the VLT operations;
and

- Descriptions of how the VLT revenues have been used to benefit
the community.

- That the annual audited financial report on VLT activities be made
available to the members of the First Nation on at least an annual
basis.

- That gaming revenue earned as a result of VLT operations is used to
benefit the community.

- That each year, VLT siteholders provide separate audit opinions to
MLC confirming that the VLT operation was managed in compliance
with the First Nation VLT siteholder agreement.

- A provision whereby the First Nation may lose it’s right to operate
VLTs should it not comply with the terms of the First Nation gaming
agreement.

• That the First Nation VLT siteholder agreement include a term to require
the deposit of daily VLT net proceeds into a bank account which would
provide an audit trail of the use of funds.  The agreement should also
require a term to allow access of MLC to siteholder banking records for
compliance purposes.

• That the First Nation VLT siteholder agreement contain a requirement to
maintain specific detailed daily records in a specific format designed by
MLC.  Consideration should be given in the format design to the potential
special needs of remote locations, which may require the ability to pay
some allowable expenses in cash.

Comments from Manitoba Gaming Control
Commission

The Special Review by the Office of the Auditor General (OAG) has
provided the Manitoba Gaming Control Commission (MGCC) with a unique
opportunity to undergo independent review of its responsibilities related to
First Nations Gaming Commission (FNGC) activities.  The OAG’s work on
this matter began just as the MGCC’s Board of Commissioners was finishing
its formal and comprehensive review of The Gaming Control Act and
regulations which began in August 2001.  The MGCC is pleased that several
observations and recommendations made in the OAG’s report further
inform and support legislative amendments proposed by the Board.

Overview

In participating in this Review, the MGCC has been mindful of the
regulatory gains that have been achieved since the establishment of the
inaugural FNGC in 1990.  Focusing on cooperation, instead of conflict, the
First Nation commission model supports self governance by establishing on-
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reserve licensing authorities with responsibilities similar to municipalities
and the MGCC.

Prior to 1990, the environment could best be described as unregulated and
unlicensed; just over a decade later, many First Nations have established
and operate their own charitable gaming licensing authorities.  However,
in spite of these successes there are continuing gaps in reporting and
concerns with compliance.  We are hopeful that the OAG’s comments and
recommendations will support and encourage further improvements in the
regulation and operation of on-reserve licensed gaming in Manitoba.

From the MGCC’s perspective, the most significant observations made by
the OAG are those that identify risks with respect to our limitations and
abilities to oversee FNGC responsibilities.  Accordingly, we have framed our
response to the OAG’s report by focusing on two themes:

1. legislation and regulation; and

2. operations and procedures.

Legislative and Regulatory Framework

The MGCC is well aware of the challenging role we play with respect to
FNGCs.  Each Commission is established via a First Nations Gaming
Commission Agreement between the First Nation and the Province of
Manitoba.  These Agreements create an on-reserve licensing authority in
keeping with requirements under the Criminal Code.  However, because
these Agreements are government to government, the MGCC can monitor
and report on activities, but we have no authority to directly act, seek
remedy or impose sanctions.

The OAG’s report itself demonstrates the perception that the MGCC has
specific and significant authority with respect to licensing bodies operating
on reserve.  Further, this perception can be frustrating to those whose
expectations are not addressed via legislation or regulation.  Recognizing
the complexities of any regulatory structure, let alone one involving
federal, provincial and local governments, as well as laws, regulations and
government to government Agreements, it is not surprising one may be
perplexed by the intricacies of on-reserve gaming regulation.  It is the
MGCC’s view that the OAG’s report provides an important perspective on
consistency and balance as they apply to accountability for and by
licensing bodies in Manitoba.

Operations and Procedures

The MGCC’s monitoring and reporting activities for FNGC activities are
based on practices established when the first gaming commission was
authorized.  The development of the commission model was intended to
remedy the environment of the late 1980s by supporting self government
within the provincial authority structure established by the Criminal Code.
Accordingly, the practices and procedures tied to our monitoring
responsibilities have focused on sensitivities to First Nations’ self-
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determination and the belief that working cooperatively, rather than in
conflict, would result in improvements to the regulation of on-reserve
gaming.

At the beginning of our comments, the MGCC noted that we are the first to
identify insufficiencies in compliance and reporting.  The implementation
of compliance verification forms in 2000 significantly enhanced the MGCC’s
monitoring capabilities in this regard.  However, in the absence of
authority to enforce Agreement terms and conditions, the approach of the
MGCC (and the MLC before our establishment), has been to continue to
seek compliance by working closely and cooperatively with First Nations to
resolve concerns.

It is the MGCC’s experience that a combination of factors contributes to the
overall success of an FNGC’s operations.  While not all FNGCs may be
operating exactly as designed, MGCC staff and FNGC board members and
staff work together to identify, address and rectify deficiencies.  The MGCC
is hesitant to label FNGCs striving to meet the terms of their Commission
Agreements as non-compliant – again preferring to work cooperatively and
supportively.

The realm of compliance concerns also may include unregulated and illegal
gambling.  As such, the OAG’s assertions, based on MGCC intelligence
information, regarding illegal gaming on-reserve are of long-standing
concern to the MGCC.  As well, and in keeping with the perception that the
MGCC is an enforcement agency, the public does bring concerns and
allegations to our attention.  In these circumstances involving allegations
of illegal gaming, it is the policy of the MGCC to document the concerns,
refer the matter to the appropriate policing authority and to continue to
cooperate fully with any resulting investigation.  Beyond this responsive
approach, the MGCC works proactively with local police detachments and
regional authorities in matters related to gaming.

MGCC Action in Response to OAG’s Report

As identified by the OAG, there are existing practices and procedures that
can be improved and formalized to ensure consistent policy application.
Accordingly, the MGCC has implemented or will be implementing the
following:

1. A Formal First Nation Gaming Commissions Inspection Program
whereby every FNGC will be subject to a comprehensive standardized
inspection of its entire operation on an annual basis.

2. A Verification of Compliance Declaration Process which will ensure
uniformity and consistency for all inspections and follow-up by MGCC
staff.

3. Notification Standards for Suspected Illegal Activities are being
developed.
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Final Observations

As a concluding comment, the MGCC appreciates having had the
opportunity to review the OAG’s report prior to its release and to formally
respond and clarify some of our roles and responsibilities with respect to
on-reserve gaming operations.  Working with the OAG in the background
research phase of the report’s development has provided us with the
opportunity to review our own procedures and practices and to benefit
from third party review.

Beyond the OAG’s report and our response to its contents and comment,
the MGCC is committed to our continued work with First Nations to pursue
and maintain full compliance with the terms of all Commission
Agreements.

Comments from Manitoba Lotteries
Corporation

The Manitoba Lotteries Corporation (MLC) appreciates the opportunity to
review, prior to its release, the Auditor General’s report on the Dakota Tipi
First Nation Gaming Commission and First Nation Gaming Accountability.
The comments of the Corporation are limited to those areas that fall within
the MLC’s mandate and responsibilities, that is the First Nation VLT
siteholder agreements and operations.

The MLC has reviewed the comments and recommendations of the Auditor
General and supports in principle efforts to ensure the success of the First
Nations program through improved management and accountability
measures.

MLC’s primary role in the existing First Nations VLT program has involved
installing the VLTs in approved First Nation’s sites, setting games and
betting limits and operating the VLT network.  This network provides
extensive and accurate information with respect to the amount of play at
each First Nation’s site, the prize payouts and the net profit.  It is on the
basis of this information that the First Nations receives its 90%
Commission.

The Auditor General has recommended several measures to enhance the
management and accountability of the First Nations 90% share of VLT
revenues.  He has emphasized the importance of internal First Nation’s
controls and banking procedures to properly administer their VLT
revenues.  MLC supports these recommendations and, in conjunction with
the Manitoba Gaming Control Commission, will implement appropriate
measures through its VLT siteholder agreements.  A similar process was
implemented by the Manitoba First Nations Casino Implementation
Committee ensuring transparency, accountability and governance
requirements in the structure of the Comprehensive Provincial Framework
Agreement for First Nation Casinos.
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As First Nation’s members are the intended beneficiaries of commission
revenues, MLC agrees that First Nation’s members should be entitled to
review the utilization of those revenues.  The goal of the First Nations VLT
program should be to provide support for sustainable economic and social
benefits and opportunities in First Nation communities.  The responsibility
to assess if these objectives are being achieved ultimately rests with First
Nation members, the intended beneficiaries of VLT commission revenues.
This can only be possible if First Nation’s members are provided accurate
and timely information.  The MLC will examine measures to enhance its
First Nations VLT siteholder agreements to ensure that siteholders provide
this information in this manner.

Further, the Corporation will consider enhanced audit and compliance
provisions for First Nations VLT siteholders.  Discussions will be conducted
with the Manitoba Gaming Control Commission with respect to each
agency’s mandate and responsibilities for agreement compliance.
Currently, the MLC has termination provisions within its siteholder
agreements, but these provisions will be reviewed to ensure they respond
to the Auditor General’s concerns.

The Auditor General has expressed concern “about the appropriateness
and legality of certain uses of VLT proceeds with respect to the existence of
evidence where the proceeds of VLTs may have been used for criminal
activities”.  He has recommended that the Province seek legal advice on
this matter.  The Corporation supports this recommendation and has
recommended to the Minister responsible for Lotteries that the Province
request the Attorney General further review these concerns.

The present and future relationship between the MLC and MGCC is an
important one.  Both organizations have worked closely and effectively
together within their approved legislation framework to ensure gaming is
conducted with honesty and integrity in the Province.  MLC supports the
Auditor General’s recommendations that discussion on protocol and
procedures to further clarify the respective roles and responsibilities of
each agency be undertaken.  MLC is also supportive of initiatives that
would broaden ongoing communications and coordination between these
important agencies in Manitoba’s gaming industry.  It is important to note
that the MLC has established a Corporate Compliance Steering Committee,
with MGCC representation, to address many of the issues raised by the
Auditor General.  This Steering Committee will be requested to consider the
concerns and recommendations of the Auditor General.

As noted in the Auditor General’s report, the VLTs were removed from the
Dakota Tipi siteholder.  The MLC supports the Auditor General that these
machines not be returned to Dakota Tipi  “until such time as governance
at DTFN is stable, and there is strong evidence to support that gaming
operations can be conducted in a legal, appropriate and transparent
manner for the benefit of the Community”.
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The MLC remains committed to supporting the efforts of Manitoba’s First
Nations in raising and utilizing gaming entertainment dollars to enhance
the social and economic well-being of First Nation communities and people.

Comments from the Province
Allegations of gaming irregularities at Dakota Tipi were first brought to our
attention in April 2002 by letter from the Provincial Council of Women.
Provincial Ministers directed the Manitoba Gaming Control Commission and
the Manitoba Lotteries Corporation to investigate these concerns.  As this
report indicates, the MGCC met with the First Nation Chief and Council,
other representatives of the community, officials of Indian and Northern
Affairs Canada in an on-going effort to resolve the conflict concerning
matters within their purview.

Allegations linking gaming revenue to criminal activity were raised in the
Manitoba Legislature in mid-July, 2002.  At this point, the Province began
the process of suspending all gaming activity at Dakota Tipi First Nation
and soon afterwards stated publicly that an independent review of gaming
at Dakota Tipi First Nation would be conducted.

As this report has made evident, the gaming irregularities at Dakota Tipi
arose in a context of larger problems of local governance and escalating
conflict within the community.

However, it became apparent that the ability of the Province to respond
quickly to these allegations was severely limited by the existing gaming
agreements between the Province and the First Nation that were made in
1994 and the Manitoba Gaming Control Act passed by the former
government in 1996.

The Manitoba Government commissioned Deloitte & Touche LLP to review
alleged gaming irregularities at Dakota Tipi First Nation and the Auditor
General was also asked to investigate and provide broad recommendations
for improving requirements for transparency and accountability of gaming
in the Province.

The Manitoba Government has, in advance of receiving the Auditor
General’s Report, drafted legislation that will be introduced in the
Manitoba Legislature in the spring of 2003 to improve transparency and
accountability of all charitable gaming in the Province and for all VLT
revenue raised by First Nations.

Under the proposed amendments to the legislation, all charitable gaming
operators licensed by the MGCC, by municipalities and by First Nation
Gaming Commissions will be required to provide audited financial
statements to account for funds raised.  The legislation will also include
requirements for improved transparency and accountability of licensing
authorities including both municipalities and First Nation Gaming
Commissions.
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Further, the proposed legislation requires First Nation VLT site-holders to
account for VLT revenue and to make annual audited financial statements
available to members of the First Nation communities.

The regulatory regime as established under the existing gaming control
legislation passed in 1996 does not provide the MGCC with the ability to
regulate the gaming activities of the MLC.  The proposed legislative
amendment expands the mandate of the MGCC to include regulatory
control over gaming conducted and managed by the MLC as envisioned by
the Desjardins Report in 1995.

The MGCC will be given more power to control illegal and unlicensed
gaming in the Province, and will be given the power to require that
licensing bodies, license holders and gaming operators comply with the
terms of licenses and agreements.  For the first time, the MGCC will be
provided the authority to impose fines of up to $250,000 for failure to
comply with orders.

The Manitoba Government has also established a review committee with
the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs to review First Nation gaming in the
Province.  Part of this review will include the potential for a province-wide
First Nation Gaming Commission that would serve as the licensing body
and would oversee all First Nation gaming in the Province as
recommended by the Auditor General in this report.  Manitoba is working
in partnership with the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs to achieve this.

The Manitoba Government wishes to thank both the Auditor General and
Deloitte &Touche LLP for the thorough review and analysis.  We remain
committed to a strong governance framework that will ensure transparency
and accountability, and we believe the steps we are taking will make this
happen.
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Appendix ASPECIAL REVIEW REQUEST
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Appendix B GAMING GOVERNANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY FRAMEWORK IN
THE PROVINCE OF MANITOBA
(excluding Horse Racing events)
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Appendix CAGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF MANITOBA AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix C
(cont’d.)

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF MANITOBA AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix C
(cont’d.)

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF MANITOBA AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix C
(cont’d.)

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF MANITOBA AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix C
(cont’d.)

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF MANITOBA AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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FIRST NATION VLT SITEHOLDER AGREEMENT BETWEEN MLC AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION

Appendix D
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Appendix D
(cont’d.)

FIRST NATION VLT SITEHOLDER AGREEMENT BETWEEN MLC AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix D
(cont’d.)

FIRST NATION VLT SITEHOLDER AGREEMENT BETWEEN MLC AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix D
(cont’d.)

FIRST NATION VLT SITEHOLDER AGREEMENT BETWEEN MLC AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix D
(cont’d.)

FIRST NATION VLT SITEHOLDER AGREEMENT BETWEEN MLC AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix D
(cont’d.)

FIRST NATION VLT SITEHOLDER AGREEMENT BETWEEN MLC AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix D
(cont’d.)

FIRST NATION VLT SITEHOLDER AGREEMENT BETWEEN MLC AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix D
(cont’d.)

FIRST NATION VLT SITEHOLDER AGREEMENT BETWEEN MLC AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix E DRAFT AGREEMENT BETWEEN SOARING EAGLE ACCOUNTING
LTD. AND DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix FAGREEMENT BETWEEN SOARING EAGLE ACCOUNTING LTD. AND
DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix G RESIGNATION LETTER FROM SOARING EAGLE ACCOUNTING LTD.
TO DAKOTA TIPI FIRST NATION
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Appendix HFIRST NATION GAMING COMMISSIONS IN MANITOBA
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Appendix I FIRST NATION VLT SITEHOLDER AGREEMENTS IN MANITOBA


